MLA (8th ed., 2016): CITATION EXAMPLES

1. Book

**For two authors, reverse only the first author’s name:** Weber, Ian, and Carol Wright.

**For three or more authors, use this format:** Ellis, Nina, et al.

2. Encyclopedia article

3. Anthology


4. Website (entire)

5. Website (section)

6. **Google Books: Section**

7. **Twitter**
@WSJ. “Economy shows slow growth.” Twitter, 12 Aug. 2016, 11:45 a.m., www.twitter.com/WSJ/status/718532887830753280.

8. **Newspaper article from an online library database**

9. **Magazine article from an online library database**

10. **Journal article from an online library database**

11. **Journal article that was collected in an anthology and later published in a library database**
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In the MLA 8th edition, there is one universal template for all types of sources. You just need to find the “Core Elements” of your source and list them in the below format. Not every source has all the elements. Elements not relevant to a source are just omitted from the citation.

Author. Title of source (in quotations if it is included in a container, otherwise in italics). Title of the container (always in italics), Other contributors, Version, Number(s), Publisher’s name, Date of publication, Location (page numbers, web addresses, etc.).

Core Elements: Examples

Author:

• Munroe, Randall. (one author)
• Kennedy, X. J., and Dana Gioia. (two authors)
• Ellis, Nina, et al. (three or more authors)
• Martinez, Jaime, and Melissa Smith, editors.
• @WSJ.

(You may use online usernames and screen names, but if you can’t find any name, start your citation with “Title of Source.” Never use “Anonymous” as an Author’s name.)

• Hayek, Salma, performer.

(When citing an entertainment source like a film or television show, only use a performer as “Author” if your paper is specifically focused on that person. Otherwise, start your citation with the “Title of Source.”)

Title of Source:

• “Money.” (Use quotation marks if it is included in a “Container” such as an anthology, magazine, newspaper, journal, television series, music album, or website.)
• Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, (Use italics if it is not included in a “Container.”)
Title of Container(s):

- *Collected Writings on Edgar Allan Poe*, ("Container" for essay in book)
- *Best Horror Stories*, ("Container" for short story Tell-Tale Heart)
- *Game of Thrones*, ("Container" for an episode of Game of Thrones)
- *Netflix* ("Container" for the film Pulp Fiction)

When the source is part of a larger whole, the larger whole is the “Container.”

Examples: A short story or essay (source) contained in an anthology or compilation (container), an article (source) in an encyclopedia (container), or a television episode (source) watched on Netflix (container).

Sometimes there are two (or more) containers, for example an article published in an online database or a television show watched online. For two containers, use the following format:

**Author. Title of source (in quotes). Title of first container (in italics), Other contributors,**

Version, Number(s), Publisher’s name, Publication date, Location. Title of second container (in italics), Other contributors, Version, Number(s), Publisher’s name,

Publication Date, Location.

**Examples:**


**Other Contributors:**

- adapted by Rosa Brown-Garcia
- directed by Rosa Brown-Garcia,
- edited by Rosa Brown-Garcia,
- narrated by Rosa Brown-Garcia,
- performance by Rosa Brown-Garcia,
- produced by Rosa Brown-Garcia,
- translated by Rosa Brown-Garcia,

(If the contribution follows a period, capitalize it. E.g. Adapted, Edited.)
Version:
- 3rd ed.,
- director’s cut, (for a movie)

Number(s):
- vol. 8, (for a print encyclopedia, or lengthy book that is split into vols.)
- vol. 4, no. 1, (for an article in a magazine or journal with both a volume and issue number)
- season 3, episode 3, (for an episode of a television show)

Publisher’s Name:
- Norton,
- Cambridge UP,
- Touchstone,

(For academic presses, use U for University and P for Press.)

Websites: If the name of the site is the same as the site’s publisher, omit the “Publisher” element from your citation. E.g., if an organization called American Nurses publishes a blog of the same name:


Magazine, Newspaper and Journal articles: Omit the “Publisher” element.

Publication Date:
- 1997,
- Jan. 1997, (If a month has more than 4 letters, abbreviate it.)
- 18 May 2015,
- Winter 2011,

Location:
- pp. 131-48. (pages of article or section of book)
- infotrac.galegroup.com/. (library online database article without doi)
- doi:10.3201/eid2207.151990. (article with doi)
- www.bls.gov/. (website)
- disc 3. (disc included in a set of DVDs)

NOTE: If there is more than one “Container,” information about the additional “Container(s)” goes after the “Location.” (See “Container(s)” section of this handout.)